Air Whiteboard

Air Whiteboard
One board – numerous solutions
Featuring an elegant, minimalist design, Lintex Air is a family of magnetic
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and writable whiteboards that suits any environment, giving you a clear
overview of your ideas.
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The frameless, bevelled edges of the Air series accentuate the fine design,
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and in combination with the hidden mountings, give the impression of a
floating board. The design also enables several boards to be mounted side
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by side in order to fill an entire wall.
Air Flow.................. 16
The highly durable, scratch- and stain-resistant ceramic steel surface of
the Air whiteboards ensures a super-smooth, fully erasable writing experi-
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ence. We offer a wide range of sizes and surfaces and the whiteboard can
even be combined with textiles in a wide range of colours.
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With its beautiful design, supreme writing properties and unrivalled

Sizes, colours and

durability, the Air series is the perfect visualisation solution for offices and
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educational institutions.
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Air Whiteboard
Air Whiteboard is a magnetic whiteboard with
a ceramic steel writing surface. The clean lines
and minimalistic design put your ideas centre
stage. Bevelled white edges accentuate the
smart look, giving the impression of a board
floating on the wall. Depth from wall 16 mm.

990 x 1190

1490 x 1190

2490 x 1190

1190 x 1990

1190 x 2490

1990 x 1190

2990 x 1190

1190 x 2990

Air Pocket
Storage for accessories.
Black or white aluminium.
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Air Whiteboard
The frameless
board and hidden
mountings provide a
minimalist look.
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Air Spaces with
chalkboard surface
Superior, low-gloss,
matt finish.

Air Spaces
Lintex Air Whiteboards allow you to create large
spaces for endless creativity and collaboration.
The simple tongue and groove join ensures fully
level mounting with a mere 1mm micro seam
between the surfaces. Add a chalkboard or a
textile noticeboard for a more personalised
space with even more possibilities. See more
on page 10.
The boards can be mounted vertically or horizontally. Please contact our customer service for
further information.

1190 x 1990

1190 x 2490

1190 x 2990

See article no. on page 22

Tongue and groove join
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Air Spaces with
textile surface

Air Spaces with
whiteboard surface

Textile can be used as
a noticeboard.
Available in a wide
range of colours.

No maximum width.
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Air Spaces
Whiteboard surface in
grey and white.

Start Set, Black
Eraser, magnets, pens
and penholders.

Air Spaces with
textile noticeboard
Available in a wide
range of colours.
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Air Textile
Air Textile is a noticeboard that can be combined with the Air Whiteboard. It offers fine
contrast to the light whiteboard. Air Textile can
be mounted on both sides of the whiteboard and
is avaliable in 12 standard colours.
For maximum flexibility, textile and whiteboards
are ordered separately.

Textile: 250 x 1190

Textile: 500 x 1190

Textile: 250 x 1990

Textile: 500 x 1990

Textile: 250 x 2490

Textile: 500 x 2490
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Textile: 250 x 2990

Textile: 500 x 2990
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Air Textile
Combine Air
Whiteboard with Air
Textile noticeboard to
add colour to the room.

Start Set, Cork
Eraser and magnets.

Pen Tray, Birch
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Air Lines
Air Lines features thin grey lines to guides your
writing on the board. The fine lines are fused in
the ceramic steel for optimal quality and accuracy. The pattern resembles a classic lined paper
sheet and offers a natural writing guide.

990 x 1190

1490 x 1190

2490 x 1190

2990 x 1190

Air Lines Pattern
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1990 x 1190

Pen Tray, Black

Air Lines

Also available in white
and transparent..

With 5 cm between
the lines.
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Air Flow
With its rounded shape and bevelled white
edges, the Air Flow creates a subtle, floating
impression. A board that inspires to create.
Air Flow has the same unique ceramic steel
surface as the Air Whiteboard.
Design Christian Halleröd.

990 x 1190
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1490 x 1190

1990 x 1190

Air Flow
Brings a softer look
to the room.
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Mood Box
Storage for accessories.
Glass surface available
in all Lintex Mood
colours.

Air TV
Whiteboard with magnetic ceramic steel writing
surface with the added option of TV screen
mounting. The screen is mounted using the
supplied fittings which fit all the usual VESA
sizes. The board has a hole located behind the
TV screen for cabling. Depth from wall – 25 mm.
Please contact us for customised solutions.

2490 x 1190

2990 x 1190
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Air TV
Easy mounting and
concealed cables.
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Materials
Whiteboard surfaces

Surface options

Care and maintenance

Delivering long-lasting quality with environ-

Lintex Air Whiteboard offers three different

Before using the board for the first time

mental responsibility, Lintex Air Whiteboard

surface options – gloss, semi-matt and matt

1. Remove the protective film.

provides high performance and a great writing

– to meet the needs of your environment and

2. Clean the board carefully using a wet cloth.

experience for years to come.

product use. Choose a supersmooth gloss finish

3. Wipe the board completely dry.

A smooth surface resistant to chemicals,

for superior dry-erase performance or opt for

scratching and wear ensures durability, erasabil-

matt surfaces to showcase projected images

Daily cleaning

ity and low maintenance.

with high clarity.

Wipe the board using a Lintex whiteboard
eraser.

Scratch Resistance

Dry Erasability
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2.5

8

2.2

6

1.9

4
2
0

1.0
Air Whiteboard
enameled steel

The surfaces are manufactured using an ISO
9001 compliant, continuous coil-coating process

Deep cleaning

consisting of a light gauge steel core covered

Clean the board carefully using water and a

1.6

on both sides with thin enamel coatings. The

microfibre cloth. Never use a soap solution!

1.3

ceramic finish is fused to the steel at a tempera-

If the board is unusually dirty and stained, use a

ture of between 700 and 900°C.

designated cleaning solution.

Coated steel or
melamine surface

Air Whiteboard
enameled steel

Coated steel or
melamine surface

Chalkboard surfaces

After cleaning, make sure the board is com-

Choose Lintex Air Whiteboard for a sustainable,

Lintex Air Chalkboard surfaces combine

pletely dry before use. Moisture on the board

ultra-smooth and lifetime-warranted solution

excellent erasability with wear resistance and

will have a negative affect on writing and

that stands up to everything from scratches and

durability. The smooth matt finish yields less

erasing performance.

stains to bacteria and fire.

chalk dust for a cleaner, healthier environment.
Our chalkboard surfaces are easy to clean with
wet or dry cloths.
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Scratch-, stain- and
bacteria-resistant

e3 certified 99%
recyclable

At least ten times
more scratch-resistant
than other whiteboard
surfaces.

The Air Whiteboard
is 99% recyclable.
Cradle to Cradle
CertifiedTM Silver.

Magnetic
Easy to store eraser,
magnets and pens
directly on the board.

Ultra-smooth writing
Can be written on with
any dry-erase, semi-permanent, water-soluble,
permanent marker pen
without damaging the
surface.

Environmentally
friendly
In all coatings, the
total amount of heavy
metals – cadmium,
mercury, hexavalent
chromium and lead –
is less than 0.1%

Erasability
Dry-erase marker ink can
be wiped off easily using
a dry cloth or a standard
eraser. Semi-permanent
and permanent marker
Pen inks can be removed
with a solvent-based
cleaner.

Optimum eye comfort
and visibility
Sharp, clear and
distinct marker lines
provide maximum colour
contrast.

Cleanability
All residues that
remain after normal
erasing can be removed
by following the care
and cleaning instructions.

30-year warranty on
writing surface
e3 CeramicSteel for a
sustainable, ultrasmooth
and lifetime-warranted
solution.
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Sizes

in mm

Air Whiteboard

990 x 1190
27826AIR

1490 x 1190
27827AIR

2490 x 1190
27829AIR

1990 x 1190
27828AIR

2990 x 1190
27830AIR

Air Spaces

1190 x 1990
27828AIRZ

1190 x 2490
27829AIRZ

1190 x 2990
27830AIRZ

2380x1990 (2 pcs)..........................27828AIRZ-2
3570x1990 (3 pcs)..........................27828AIRZ-3
4760x1990 (4 pcs)..........................27828AIRZ-4
5950x1990 (5 pcs)..........................27828AIRZ-5
2380x2490 (2 pcs)..........................27829AIRZ-2
3570x2490 (3 pcs)..........................27829AIRZ-3
4760x2490 (4 pcs)..........................27829AIRZ-4
5950x2490 (5 pcs)..........................27829AIRZ-5

1190 x 1990
27828AIRZ

1190 x 2490
27829AIRZ

1190 x 2990
27830AIRZ

Air Flow

2380x2990 (2 pcs)..........................27830AIRZ-2
3570x2990 (3 pcs)..........................27830AIRZ-3
4760x2990 (4 pcs)..........................27830AIRZ-4
5950x2990 (5 pcs)..........................27830AIRZ-5

No maximum
limit for width

Air Lines

Air TV
Prepared for
TV screen

990 x 1190
27826AIR-F

1490 x 1190
27827AIR-F

990 x 1190
1490 x 1190
27826AIR-LINES 27827AIR-LINES

2490 x 1190
27829AIR-LINES

1990 x 1190
27828AIR-F

1990 x 1190
27828AIR-LINES

2490 x 1190
27829AIR-TV

2990 x 1190
27830AIR-LINES

2990 x 1190
27830AIR-TV

Air Textile
Textile and Air Whiteboard
are sold separately.

= Textile
Textile: 250 x 1190
2021OMA+colour
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Textile: 500 x 1190
2051OMA+colour

Textile: 250 x 1990
2022OMA+colour

Textile: 500 x 1990
2052OMA+colour

Textile: 250 x 2490
2023OMA+colour

Textile: 500 x 2490
2053OMA+colour

Textile: 250 x 2990
2024OMA+colour

Textile: 500 x 2990
2054OMA+colour

Projection surfaces
Use of projection is only advised on whiteboards with a white surface.

1

For writing, gloss surface outperforms matt and semi-matt surfaces. With

2

3

an ultra short throw projector, the gloss surface can also be used as a
projection screen. With a short throw and normal throw projector, a matt or
semi-matt surface is preferable in order to avoid hot spots on the projection
surface. Less gloss also means less suitable for writing and we do not
recommend using a matt surface as a writing board.
1

Ultra short throw
Gloss, Semi-matt

2

Short throw
Semi-matt or matt.

3

Normal throw
Matt.

or matt.

Air Whiteboard colours
The colours shown are approximate.
White

Light Grey

Beige

Green

Black

Grey

Air Chalkboard colours
The colours shown are approximate.

Air Textile colours
12 standard colours to choose from. When ordering Air Textile, eg. 250 x 1190 in colour Angel, please state: 2021OMA-LTH49.

Angel · LTH49

Devoted · LTH58

Harmony · LTH63

Balance · LTH41

Happy · LTH55

Graceful · LTH51

Pillow · LTH43

True · LTH61

Retreat · LTH39

Cuddle · LTH62

Solace · LTH70

Haven · LTH40
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Accessories
Name
Start Set, Black
Start Set, Birch
Start Set, Cork
Start Set, Black Cork
Pen Tray, Birch, 200 mm
Pen Tray, Plexi, Transparent, 200 mm
Pen Tray, Plexi, Black, 200 mm
Pen Tray, Plexi, White, 200 mm
Pen Tray, Plexi, Transparent, 500 mm
Pen Tray, Plexi, Black, 500 mm
Pen Tray, Plexi, White, 500 mm
Air Pocket Black, incl 1 eraser 3 Pens, 160x200 mm
Air Pocket White, incl 1 eraser 3 Pens, 160x200 mm
Mood Pocket, incl 1 eraser 3 pens, 160x200 mm
Mood Box, Polished Alu, Glass front, 410x220x66 mm
Mood Box, Black Alu, Glass front, 410x220x66 mm

Art.no.
40245
40245-B
40245-C
40245-SC
1218-B
1215T
1215S
1215V
1216T
1216S
1216V
40205-S
40205-V
40205-V-colour code
12545-colour code
11545-colour code

All Start Sets contains 1 board eraser, 4 pens with individual pen holders, 5 magnets, 1 spray bottle for water, 1 micro fibre cloth
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Lintex
Lintex is the leading Nordic brand within writing surfaces for professional and educational use.
The family owned company was founded in 1983 and has its main 16,000 m2 production facility in
Småland, Sweden. The Lintex brand is today represented in all major European markets.
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Lintex AB
Madesjövägen 17
38245 Nybro
Sweden
Tel +46 481 799 000
info@lintex.se
www.lintex.se
Showroom:
Rosenlundsgatan 40
11853 Stockholm
Maskingatan 5
41764 Göteborg

Lintex A/S
Mandal Allé 3
5500 Middelfart
Denmark
Tel +45 7022 1517
info@lintex.as
www.lintex.as
Showroom:
Carl Jacobsen Vej 16
2500 Valby
Søren Frichs Vej 38B, st.tv.
8230 Åbyhøj

Osnes AS
Bergermoen Industrifelt
3520 Jevnaker
Norway
Tel +47 613 14 999
firmapost@osnes.no
www.osnes.no
Showroom:
Stålfjæra 9
0975 Oslo

Lintex Oy
Kalkkitie 2
24280 Salo
Finland
Tel +358 (0)2 727 1220
info@lintex.fi
www.lintex.fi
Showroom:
Vuorimiehenkatu 2
00140 Helsinki

